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60 W - Full range (100 W with crossover set at 100 Hz and 12 dB / Octave) 3 x 3 MMP II cone bass-average drivers1 x 25 mm (1) C-CAM Gold Dome tweeter 100 Hz at a minimum of 12 dB / Octave (24 dB /October optimal) 385 x 140.5 mm (15 x 51/2) 346 x 101 mm (131/2 x 4) Golden Plate Sprung Push Terminals - For bare wire connections up to 4 mm2 6 positions Tri-Grip dog
leg fastening Mineral ABS filled with Plastic, RoHS2 Compatible. The Nintronics( Nintronics, WB3 Pre-Construction Bracket (Dark Blue) Nintronics offers generous price trading to help make your next update as seamless as possible, while significantly reducing the overall purchase price. Depending on the items involved, Nintronics will be happy to send one of our nationwide
installation engineers to collect your traded items and unpack, install and calibrate your new equipment. We offer FREE shipping to the UK mainland (with the exception of the Channel Islands, isle of Man, White Island, Scilly Islands and some remote Scottish islands). For other areas, please contact us for a quote. Selected items can be delivered internationally by prior
agreement. Again, please contact us for a quote. We will always do our best to help. Our goal is to send goods within 2 business days with the time the order is sent. Please allow 5 business days from the time of your order to receive the goods. If the order is expected to take longer than it is our order fulfillment department will contact you to let you know. Where several items are
ordered, we will take them all in one package. If you have ordered any special or customized items, or items otherwise not immediately available, we will send the order when all items are available. If you have any concerns about this, please contact us and we will do it very best to help you. 20916 Monitor Audio CT165 1.99 1.9900 GBP OutOfStock Available in most stores.
Please call your nearest store for more information. Available in most stores. Please call your nearest store for more information. A compact in size and flash editing, the CT165 is a very low-key ceiling speaker. It can of course also be set in the wall for ultimate versatility. Ready in neutral white, but can also be painted in your The CT165 blends in easily. The C-CAM (Ceramic
Coatum Aluminium Magnesium) tweeter has an extended frequency response that now extends to more than 30 kHz. Although it may be well above our sound spectrum it has a positive effect on sound; lower notes that we can do not shrink downwards or harmoniously compromised. In short, the triple answer is smooth, sweet and detailed. The triple block also offers a 15 degree
turn, for accurate triple direction. Matching this exquisite block tweeter is an equally impressive woofer. The highly developed MMPII woofer seamlessly integrates with triple to give vital vocals and a dense, rhythmic bass response. Monitor Audio MONI-AUDIO-CT165 add to the basket low stock manufacturer_model:CT165 purchaseonlinestatus:S price_rrp:4.9900 Single ceiling
speaker CT165 4.9900 S Monitor Audio Set ceiling speaker, Wall Speaker 2 Image is not available forColour: Years Active 2012-2017 Incorporating a 6 1/2 inch MMP II bass driver with a C-CAM Gold Dome audio monitor tweeter to ensure high sound performance, ease of drive, and wide-frequency reaction and variance. Description Of the Documents Video Monitor Audio CT165
Ceiling Speaker Incorporating a 6 1/2 inch MMP II bass driver with a signature monitor audio C-CAM Gold Dome tweeter to ensure high sound performance, drive simplicity, and wide-frequency reaction and variance. Monitor Audio CT165 In Ceiling Dynamics - 1 couple only - New Boxed Special For Monitor Audio CT165 In Ceiling Dynamics - 1 Couple Only - New Boxed Special
For: Monitor Audio CT165 In Ceiling Dynamics - 1 Couple Only - New Boxed Special Years Active 2012-2017 Features Double, Independent, swivel 1-inch C-CAM tweeters and 6 1/2 inch MMP II dual-wound voice reel bass driver, for high performance stereo sound from a single speaker. Image not available forColour: OVERVIEW Monitor Audio CT165 provides a clear, detailed
sound in a shelter in the ceiling design. It is equipped with a high-tech ceramic coating aluminum/magnesium alloy tweeter with an anodized layer of gold for a controlled and accurate reaction. In addition, the tweeter rotates so you can direct it to your preferred listening location for a more direct sound. Solid, precise medium and bass come courtesy of a 6-1/2 polymer wufer. The
splash- and humidity-resistant design is a nice touch - giving you the freedom to use this speaker in humid environments like bathrooms and kitchens. Monitor Audio CT165 provides a clear, detailed sound in a shelter in the ceiling design. It is equipped with a high-tech ceramic coating aluminum/magnesium alloy tweeter with an anodized layer of gold for a controlled and accurate
reaction. In addition, the tweeter rotates so you can direct it to your preferred listening location for a more direct sound. Solid, precise medium and bass come courtesy of a 6-1/2 polymer wufer. Splash- and humidity-resistant design is a nice touch - which gives you Use this speaker in a humid environment like bathrooms and kitchens. Do you have a wire? Most speakers don't
include any. Find out more about the wiring in the wall. Shop our choice in the wire speaker wall. Read Read Turning 1 gold dome C-CAM® (Ceramic Coated Aluminum/Magnesium) tweeter for detailed sound6-1/2 MMP® II (Metallic polymer matrix) woofer trimless design has an unobtrusive frame and low-profile grille for low-key installation-proof and humidity-proof for installation
in the van Rooms or pools: 20-65 watt-frequency reaction: 60-25,000 Gxenseibiliness: 88.5 dBimpedance: 6 ohmshigh-frequency level level level adjustment switch (3dB, 0dB, -3dB) A patented Tri-Grip ® provides maximum seal surface for better bass and mid-definition, Coloured removable magnetic steel lattice size (including grille): 9-13/16 Diameter diameter: 8-1/4Mont depth:
4-1/2 Weights: 4-1/4Montage depth: 4-1/2 Weights: 4-1/2 Weights: 4-1/2 Weights: 4-1/2 Weights: 4-1 1/44 lbs.warranty: 5 Years Our 60-Day Cash Protection GuaranteeMFR and CT165 Double-century Speaker Design: Monitor Audio Custom Set Series CT165 in ceiling speaker has a two-dimensional driver design with 1 C-CAM gold dome rotary tweeter and 6.5 MMP WOO II
midclass/midbass. C-CAM Gold-Dome Tweeter: Gold Dome tweeter is formed from ceramic-coated aluminum/magnesium alloy, gold anodized to a certain thickness for perfect stiffness and damping characteristics. Its new profile and surround geometry have been developed using advanced simulation tools to provide optimal quality for accurate sound reproduction. The new
design moves the first decay order beyond 35 kHz, producing a linear response path beyond audibility that matches the wide bandwidth of the frequencies available from HD music and movie sound formats. The golden dome is thinner, lighter, tougher and therefore more efficient than the domes of other materials that are subject to distortions in the audio range. MMP II
Midrange/Midbass Woofer: Metal matrix polymer (MMP II) has a polypropylene base loaded with metal particles to offer a rigid and responsive structure. They are produced using a complex high-pressure injection process that modulates the thickness of the cone at critical points to optimize the rigidity and consistency that results in superior sound performance. Tweeter Control:
The C-CAM 1 tweeter is able to rotate (-15) to direct the sound to the desired listening area. Adjusting the tweeter level (3/0/-3 dB) also contributes to high frequency performance. Trimless Grille: CT165's ceiling speaker has a Trimless steel grid grille that is held in place by high-strength Neodymium magnets covering the entire speaker for a true stealth-free look. The grille is red
in combination with the environment; additional scrim material is provided for dry painting. Tri-Grip Fixing System: Tri-Grip Monitor Audio's innovative fixation system is easier to install than conventional circuits but provides three times the surface area and the best surface seal, maximizing bass reaction and mid-range clarity. Tri-Grip mounts are made of hard polymer, which
ensures a safe installation. Note: This series of custom installations can only be fixed in drywall up to 1.75. Spring-Post Terminals: Monitor Audio CT165 is equipped with two spring terminals to connect the speaker wire. Spring-post terminals that accept bare wires (up to 10AWG) and corner pin connectors. Protective caps: The CT165 has dust-proof lids that are designed to
prevent dirt or dust coming into the driver and crossover. Moisture and Fire Resistant: Custom Set series in ceiling speaker splash and humidity proof to be installed in shower rooms or pools. It also uses fire retardant materials listed in the UL-94 VO rating. ARTICLE monitor audio ct165-t2. monitor audio ct165 review. monitor audio ct165 vs c165. monitor audio ct165 ceiling
speakers. monitor audio ct165 manual. monitor audio ct165 atmos
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